Abstract. Simple continued fractions, base-b expansions, Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences are common notations for number systems. In this note, first, it is proven that both simple continued fractions and base-b expansions fail to denote real numbers and thus lack logic; second, it is shown that Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences fail to join in algebraical operations and thus lack intuition; third, we construct a logical calculus and deduce numbers to intuitively and logically denote number systems.
Introduction
Number system is a set together with one or more operations. Any notation for number system has to denote both set and operations. The common notations for number systems are simple continued fractions, base-b expansions, Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences.
In [1] and [2] , simple continued fractions and base-b expansions denote each number in number systems as a set of symbols. So both them denote number systems intuitively and join well in algebraical operations. In [3] and [4] , Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences introduce infinite rational numbers to denote an irrational number. So both them denote number systems logically and join well in logical deduction.
In this note, first, it is proven that both simple continued fractions and base-b expansions fail to denote real numbers and thus lack logic; second, it is shown that Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences fail to intuitively join in algebraical operations and thus lack intuition.
However, mathematical logic has sufficiency of intuition and logic. In [9] , formal language introduces producer "→" to formalize intuitive language. In [10] , propositional logic introduces connectives such as "¬", "∧", "∨", "⇒ / →" and "⇔ / ↔" to formalize logical deduction. Therefore, it is feasible to combine producer and connectives to deduce intuitive and logical notations for number systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we study the most common notation for number system --decimals, and prove that they fail to denote real numbers. In Section 3, by comparing those common notations for number systems, we show that intuitive simple continued fractions and base-b expansions lack logic while logical Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences lack intuition. In Section 4, we construct a logical calculus and deduce numbers to intuitively and logically denote number systems. 
Decimals And Real Number System
In this section, we show a conceptual error in the proof to [1, THEOREM 134] , and then correct [1, THEOREM 134] . Definition 2.1. A sequence {x n } in a metric space (X, d) is a convergent sequence if there exists a point x ∈ X such that, for every ǫ > 0, there exists an integer N such that d(x, x n ) < ǫ for every integer n ≥ N. The point x is called the limit of the sequence {x n } and we write where 0 ≤ A 1 < 10, 0 ≤ A 2 < 10, · · · , 0 ≤ a n < 10, not all A and a are 0, and an infinity of the a n are less than 9. If ξ ≥ 1, then A 1 ≥ 0. There is a (1,1) correspondence between the numbers and the decimals, and where X is an integer and 0 ≤ x < 1, and consider X and x separately.
If X > 0 and 10 s ≤ x < 10 s+1 , and A 1 and X 1 are the quotient and remainder when X is divided by 10 s , then X = A 1 · 10 s + X 1 , where 0 < A 1 = [10 −s X] < 10, 0 ≤ X 1 < 10 s . Similarly X 1 = A 2 · 10 s−1 + X 2 (0 ≤ A 2 < 10, 0 ≤ X 2 < 10 s−1 ), X 2 = A 3 · 10 s−2 + X 3 (0 ≤ A 3 < 10, 0 ≤ X 3 < 10 s−2 ), · · · · · · · · · X s−1 = A s · 10 + X s (0 ≤ A s < 10, 0 ≤ X s < 10), X s = A s+1 (0 ≤ A s+1 < 10).
Thus X may be expressed uniquely in the form X = A 1 · 10 s + A 2 · 10 s−1 + · · · + A s · 10 + A s+1 , (2.6) where every A is one of 0, 1, 2, · · · , 9, and A 1 is not 0. We abbreviate this expression to
the ordinary representation of X in decimal notation.
Passing to x, we write X = f 1 (0 ≤ f 1 < 1).
We suppose that a 1 = [10f 1 ], so that a 1 10 ≤ f 1 < a 1 + 1 10 ; a 1 is one of 0, 1, 2, · · · , 9, and
Similarly, we define a 2 , a 3 , · · · by
Every a n is one of 0, 1, 2, · · · , 9. Thus
where
We thus define a decimal .a 1 a 2 a 3 · · · a n · · · associated with x. We call a 1 , a 2 , · · · the first, second, · · · digits of the decimal.
Since a n < 10, the series ∞ 1 a n 10 n (2.11) is convergent; and since g n+1 → 0, its sum is x. We may therefore write x = . a 1 a 2 a 3 · · · , (2.12) the right-hand side being an abbreviation for the series (2.11).
If f n+1 = 0 for some n, i.e. if 10 n x is an integer, then
In this case we say that the decimal terminates. Thus 17 400 = .0425000 · · · , and we write simply 17 400
= .0425. It is plain that the decimal for x will terminate if and only if x is a rational fraction whose denominator if of the form 2 α 5 β . Since 10 n , it is impossible that every a n from a certain point on should be 9. With this reservation, every possible sequence (a n ) will arise from some x. We define x as the sum of the series (2.11), and x n and g n+1 as in (2.8) and (2.9). Then g n+1 < 10
−n for every n, and x yields the sequence required.
and the b n satisfy the conditions already imposed on the a n , then a n = b n for every n. For if not, let a N and b N be the first pair which differ, so that |a
This contradicts (2.13) unless there is equality. If there is equality, then all of a N +1 − b N +1 , a N +2 − b N +2 , · · · must have the same sign and the absolute value 9. But then either a n = 9 and b n = 0 for n > N, or else a n = 0 and b n = 9, and we have seen that each of these alternatives is impossible. Hence a n = b n for all n. In other words, different decimals correspond to different numbers.
We now combine (2.5), (2.7), and (2.12) in the form
and the claim follows.
According to Definition 2.1, the series (2.11) converges to the limit x. For an infinite sequence, however, its limit may not equal its ω − th number for any infinite number ω.
1. ω is a transfinite cardinal number [5] . Since the equalities and order on the fractions including transfinite cardinal numbers have not been defined, the equation g ω+1 = f ω+1 10 ω = 0 cannot be derived from given premises for any ω.
2. ω is an infinite superreal number [6] or an infinite surreal number [7] . Since the infinitesimal g ω+1 = f ω+1 10 ω > 0 holds for every ω, the equation g ω+1 = f ω+1 10 ω = 0 cannot be derived from given premises for any ω.
In summary, the equation x = x ω + g ω+1 cannot derives x = x ω for any infinite number ω. Thus, (2.12) cannot be derived from given premises.
In fact, the proof to [1, THEOREM 134] confuses the limit and the ω − th number of the same infinite sequence for some infinite number ω.
According to the arguments above, we correct [1, THEOREM 134] as follows.
Theorem 2.3. Any positive number ξ may be expressed as a limit of an infinite decimal sequence
where 0 ≤ A 1 < 10, 0 ≤ A 2 < 10, · · · , 0 ≤ a n < 10, not all A and a are 0, and an infinity of the a n are less than 9. If ξ ≥ 1, then A 1 ≥ 0. There is a (1,1) correspondence between the numbers and the limits of infinite decimal sequences, and 
which is called finite simple continued fraction when a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a N are integers such that a n > 0 for all n ≥ 1.
Finite simple continued fractions can be written in a compact abbreviated notation as
If a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n , · · · is a sequence of integers such that a n > 0 for all n ≥ 1, then the notation
denotes an infinite simple continued fraction. 
Theorem 3.3 can be specialized for finite simple continued fractions as follows: Theorem 3.4. {a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a n } is an integer sequence. If p n and q n are defined by Proof. We call
the n-th complete quotient of the continued fraction
Clearly
, and in particular x = a
and so a n = [a 
If ξ 0 = 0, we can write
If ξ 1 = 0, we can write
and so on. Also a ′ n = 1/ξ n−1 > 1, and so a n ≥ 1, for n ≥ 1. Thus,
where a 0 , a 1 , · · · are integers and
The system of equations
is known as the continued fraction algorithm. The algorithm continues so long as ξ n = 0. If we eventually reach a value of n, say N, for which ξ n = 0, the algorithm terminates and
In this case x is represented by a simple continued fraction, and is rational.
If x is an integer, then ξ 0 = 0 and x = a 0 . If x is not integral, then
where h and k are integers and k > 1. Since
a 0 is the quotient, and k 1 = ξ 0 k the remainder, when h is divided by k.
thus a 1 is the quotient, and k 2 = ξ 1 k 1 the remainder, when k is divided by k 1 . We thus obtain a series of equations
continuing so long as ξ n = 0, or, what is the same thing, so long as k n+1 = 0. The non-negative integers k, k 1 , k 2 , · · · form a strictly decreasing sequence, and so k N +1 = 0 for some N. It follows that ξ N = 0 for some N, and that the continued fraction algorithm terminates. This proves [1, THEOREM 161] .
If x is irrational the continued fraction algorithm cannot terminate. Hence it defines an infinite sequence of integers
and as before
where a
and so
when n → ∞. Thus
and the algorithm leads to the continued fraction whose value is x.
In Section 2, we have proven that the limit of an infinite sequence may not equal the ω − th number of the same infinite sequence for any infinite number ω.
1. ω is a transfinite cardinal number. Since the equalities and order on the fractions including transfinite cardinal numbers have not been defined, the inequality |x − pω qω
does not hold for any ω. 
where b represents the base, and c i and d i are place-value coefficients. The expansion would ordinarily be written without the plus signs and the powers of the base as follows:
where b i is implied by the place-value property of the system.
According to 3.10, finite decimals are just base-10 expansions. Theorem 3.12. Every base-variable expansion is equal to a rational number.
Proof. According to Definition 3.11, every base-variable expansion x must also be a base-b expansion. Then
According to Definition 3.10, it follows that
Since both digit 0 ≤ a i ≤ 9 and b are integers, ± Proof. According to the equation (3.25), every base-b expansion for a constant b may be expressed as follows:
Since there exists infinite primes, there must exist a prime q such that (q, b) = 1. Since q > 1 and b = 0, it follows from Theorem 3.13 that for every 0 ≤ a i ≤ 9 there exists
which holds for every 0 ≤ a i ≤ 9. So the claim follows.
From Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 3.14, we can conclude such a corollary as follows:
Corollary 3.15. Base-variable expansions are included in rational numbers.
According to the arguments above, no algorithms can determine the equalities between infinite simple continued fractions or infinite base-variable expansions and real numbers. As to the limits of infinite simple continued fraction sequences and those of infinite basevariable expansion sequences, they belong to logical notations and will be discussed in the next section.
In summary, both simple continued fractions and base-variable expansions lack logic and fail to denote real numbers.
3.2. Logical Notations. According to Definition 2.1, limit is based on infinite sequence. So the limits of infinite simple continued fraction sequences and those of infinite basevariable expansion sequences are also defined on infinite sequence.
In 1872, Dedekind and Cantor invented Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences respectively to denote number systems. However, both Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences are based on rational number system. In 1889, Peano published a study giving an axiomatic approach to the natural numbers [8] . Peano Axioms can also be extended to define rational numbers. Then both Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences join well in logical deduction and thus have sufficiency of logic.
However, Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences introduce infinite rational numbers to denote an irrational number. In Dedekind cuts, an irrational cut (A, B) is defined on two infinite rational sets A and B. In Cauchy sequences, an irrational number is defined on an equivalence class of some infinite rational sequence.
Although it is feasible to logically define algebraical operations on infinite sets or infinite sequences, it is impossible to intuitively execute these infinite algebraical operations in a finite period. So the limits of infinite simple continued fraction sequences and those of infinite base-variable expansion sequences are also defined on infinite sequence lack intuition and fail to join in algebraical operations. For the same reason, both Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences lack intuition and fail to join in algebraical operations.
Logical Calculus
Intuitive simple continued fractions and base-variable expansions fail to denote real numbers, while logical Dedekind cuts and Cauchy sequences fail to join in algebraical operations. In mathematical logic, logical calculus is a formal system to abstract and analyze the induction and deduction apart from specific meanings. In this section, however, we construct a logical calculus by virtue of formal language and deduce numbers to intuitively and logically denote number systems. For clarity, we will explain the logical calculus with natural language.
In [9] , the producer "→" substitutes the right permutations for the left permutations to produce new permutations. In [10] , the connectives "¬", "∧", "∨", "⇒" and "⇔" stand for "not", "and", "or", "implies" and "if and only if" respectively. In this note, the producer "→" is considered as a predicate symbol and embedded into logical calculus. Definition 4.1. {Φ, Ψ} is a logical calculus such that:
First, we will explain the primitive symbols of the logical calculus {Φ, Ψ} with natural language.
The symbols "{", "}", ",", "(", ")" are punctuation. The symbol "∅" indicates emptiness. The symbol "· · · " indicates an omission.
(4.1) denotes Φ as a set of notations and particular axioms between { and }. Different logical calculus correspond to different notations and particular axioms. Then, we will prove that the logical calculus {Φ, Ψ} can deduce common number systems.
Definition 4.2. In a logical calculus {Φ, Ψ}, ifā ≡ true, thenā is a number.
Theorem 4.3.
If Φ{ V {∅, a, b}, (4.45) C{∅, 1, +}, (4.46) P {∅, ∈, ⊆, →, |, =, <}, The deducible numbers correspond to the natural numbers as follows:
The equalities on deducible numbers correspond to the addition in natural number system. So the claim follows. 
then Z{Φ, Ψ} denotes integral number system.
Proof.
Then we deduce the numbers from Z{Φ, Ψ}: Then we deduce the equalities on deducible numbers from Z{Φ, Ψ}:
The deducible numbers correspond to the integral numbers as follows: . . . . . . . . .,
The equalities on deducible numbers correspond to the addition and subtraction in integral number system. So the claim follows. 
then Q{Φ, Ψ} denotes rational number system.
Then we deduce the numbers from Q{Φ, Ψ}: (4.117) . . . . . . . . .
Then we deduce the equalities on deducible numbers from Q{Φ, Ψ}:
The deducible numbers correspond to the rational numbers as follows: . . . . . . . . .,
The equalities on deducible numbers correspond to the addition, subtraction, multiplication, division in rational number system. So the claim follows. 
It should be noted that (4.203) ∼ (4.211) restrict [⊤bc − −⊥bc ] to be a Farey fraction [1] . In the following, we will deduce some numbers and equalities as examples.
Then we deduce the numbers from R{Φ, Ψ}:
by ( . . . 
